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The manuscript presents an interesting application of a heater/dryer to lessen the impact
of high humidity/fog events on OPC performance. The experiments are carefully executed
and clearly described. There are no major prolems with the text or content, other than a
general lack of statistical analysis (correlation, deviation, statistical significance etc). 

However, I remain unconvinced of the arguments given that this hardware solution to the
problem is merited over software solutions, which are presented as complex and difficult.
It is acknowledged in the paper that calibration of the OPC is still required. Software
solutions are theoretically capable of addressing several limitations of OPCs, including high
humidity, variation in composition, size distribution etc. This hardware solution only
addresses one, so I would argue that software solutions of a similar complexity will still be
required even in units with a dryer fitted. 

Furthermore, dryers introduce problems of their own, notably the driving off of semi-
volatile PM. The authors acknowledge this but do not propose a solution, just advising a
compromise. This compromise may negate the benefit of the hardware solution over
existing software solutions. 

These two facts together suggest that a dryer is an incomplete solution that will increase
hardware cost and complexity but not necessarily decrease the need for software
correction except, perhaps, in very specific high frequency foggy geography. The authors
are welcome to attempt to address these points to make a more convincing argument as
to the utility of a dryer.

Other points:



Abstract - The abstract does not describe the results well - lower PM2.5 concentration in
itself does not equate to improved sensor performance or accuracy. Statistics should
relate to statistical comparison with reference method results.

Introduction - the example shown focuses the discussion on PM10, yet the publication
focuses on PM2.5. Rewrite text with focus on PM2.5 as OPC have other issues not
addressed when sampling PM10.
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